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1. Introduction 
One of the goals of studying relativietic heavy ion reactions 

is to investigate nuclear matter under extreme conditions as high 
temperature and density. However, the information about the proper
ties of the hot and dense matter is obscured by the fact that the 
intermediate nuclear system remains hot and dense only for a rather 
short time < ~ 10 sec). The interesting quantity which may pro
vide a window into the early stage of the collision process is the 
produced entropy, becauee the entropy will grow rapidly when the nuc
leoids make their first collisions and will remain nearly constant 
when the expansion phase of the nuclear fireball begins. Siemens and 
Kapusta' ' have suggested that the entropy per baryon (S/A) attained 
during the collision process may be related to the ratio of the deu-
teron to the proton yield fRdp) by the following formula: 

S/A = «* - e« (Rjp/bvT). (D 
This Bimple relation is obtained for a dilute gas considered as an 
ideal mixture consisting of different species being at disassembly 
in chemical equilibrium. Modifications of (1) arising due to the 
account of the in-medium corrections have been discussed in refs. , J / 

Provided that thermodynamics1 equilibrium is established, the appli
cation of formula (1) might give us information on the entropy value 
attained during the collision process if effects connected with the 
finite else of the system can be disregarded and if the dilute gas 
approximation la applicable. Concerning the finite size effects, of 
great interest are the first experimental results of Gutbrod et al. 

and Does et al. who measured the cluster abundances in high 
energy heavy ion collision» by means of а 4ЯГ detector (plastic 
ball). Since they found a saturation of the Udm ratio only for large 
multiplicities, one is lad to the assumption that the cluster pro
duction rate is strongly correlated with the voluse of the emitting 
source or. In other words, the cluster abundances become a function 
of the impact parameter. 



In Tie* of tbie new experimental situation the applicability 
of the simple formula (1 ) for extracting the entropy haa to be re
considered.In doing this, one has to start with a theoretical treat
ment which considers the relevant dynamical aspects of the forma
tion and the disintegration process of the intermediate nuclear 
ayetem. One of the promising ways to study such dynamical problems 
is to apply the cascade model' *. 

The cascade model permits us to calculate S/A directly without 
making use of relation (1). Of course, having the specific entropy 
st our disposal its connection to the cluster production is one of 
the central questions which will be discussed in a subsequent paper» 

The entropy value for the reaction * Ca + * Ca at 600 lleV/nucl. 
and aero Impact parameter haa firstly been calculated by Bertsch and 
Cugnon using e cascade model. To our knowledge, such types of 
caacade calculations have not yat been repeated or extended to other 
projectile and target combinations and different beam energies as 
well. Therefore, one of the alms of the present paper is to study 
to what extent the calculated entropy values may be model dependent. 

Invoking the cascade model,the time evolution of the entropy 
production during the collision process can also be investigated. 
Considering a bead-on collision one could expect that at the first 
stage of the collision the entropy will grow rapidly but as soon 
as the thermal equilibrium is established the entropy will approach 
a saturation value. Por noncentral collisions the generated hot nuc
lear matter may be fer from thermodynamics1 equilibrium and, there
fore, caacade model simulations oan give us reliable Information on 
how such an intermediate system disassembles and how the entropy 
value per barren evolves. 

In calculating the entropy value w» will use two different 
methods in order to be able to check their relative accuracy. One 
method to be used is closely connected to that previously employed 
by Bertseh and Cugnon''', who based their entropy calculation on 
a proper subdivision of the six-dimensional phase apace. 

To get confidence that the entropy value is accurately calcu
lated within the used cascade model approach, we applied a second 
method which is based on the assumption that a local equilibrium is 
established for each Г-space subvolume of the intermediate system. 
In doing so the averaging over momentum врасе is performed. We will 
show that the second method has to be preferred compared to the 
first one. This is because the resulting entropy can also be deter
mined adequately in the case of low phase «pace densities where 
statistical fluctuations play a decisive role. This concerns mainly 
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the latest stage of the collision process when the reaction products 
go apart and the specific entropy does not change at all. For the 
practical calculations, the introduction of the cylindrical coordi
nates yielding an adequate description of the reaction geometry has 
been proven to be highly advantageous. 

The cascade model approach to be used will not be explained in 
the present paper (for details see ref.' ). Both the methods to be 
employed for calculating the entropy are presented in the next sec
tion. The time evolution of the specific entropy le studied in sec
tion 3. For comparison we consider first an exact soluable model sys
tem and then investigate the entropy evolution of the Ca + Ca and 
Kb + Kb systems for head-on and noncentral collisions as well. At the 
end of section 3 a comparison is made with the results for specific 
entropy values inferred from the composite particle yields measured 
with a 47Y detector. Concluding remarks are given in section 4. 

2. Calculation of the entropy 
For the entire hot nuclear system formed in the course of a 

heavy ion collision the calculation of the probability to be In a 
certain state seems to be hopeless from the point of view of an exact 
quantum mechanical description, and therefore a rigorous calculation 
of the time evolution of the density operator and of the entropy seems 
to be impossible. However, since one deals with a rather hot nuclear 
ensemble tho entropy value might be evaluated by means of the inde
pendent particle approximation if one introduces the provability 
is $(<"•£,¥) that a certain single-particle state or a certain phase 

space volume is occupied. In the Fermi gas approximation the entropy 
can be written as 

s« - Jdr ПМ-0-*)*п(И)] , (2, 
where Я 4 = A 0 f O p / l 2 j t n ) represents the phase space volume e l e 
ment (the Boltztuann constant has been dropped). The fac tor 4 i s due 
to the s p i n - i s o s p i n degrees of freedom. The d i s t r i b u t i o n function 
i s normalized to the p a r t i c l e number A of the system 

l imi t one has •$ « \ 

S/A * < - < M > (4) 

In the c l a s s i c a l l imi t one has { « 4 , and the entropy takes the 
form 
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with mean value 

<M> = £f M * f / $*ar. (5) 
Providing that thermal equilibrium is reached so that 

and where О Is the particle number densi
ty of the system and denotes the thermal wave 
length of a nucleon. Combining (6) and (4) one finds the usual ent
ropy expression for the noninteracting Fermi gas in the classical 
limit 

% -- % ~ Z« (• f А*Л) - % - & [2 V a < 4>]. ( 7 ) 

Notice that the phase apace occupation function { introduced 
above does not contain two-particle correlations and therefore the 
in-medium corrections and cluster formation effects are not contained 
a priori from the point of view of a fundamental description. Howe
ver, in the case of local thermodynamlcal equilibrium these effects 
can be accounted for by solving a Bethe-Goldstone-type equation (cf. 
refs. ^' ). In the low density limit the phase occupation function 
4 can be related to the ratio of deuterons to protons (1?4p) and 
formula (1 ) follows from (7). 

According to these simplified derivations for the calculation 
of the entropy within the cascade model two strategies may be app
lied. In the first one which is similar to that described in ref.' ' 
the entire phase space is divided in cells with &"%) = J{ AnAp/fotA 
and the distribution function is then v 

_Ъ .£ ,*<*> (a) 

where M"i C"R") is the number of nucleons in the i cell and "R gives 
the number of cascade runs. Introducing $. in this way one had in 
principle to consider the limiting case of an infinite number of 
runs. Since this is not possible for practical reasons, one has to 
be aware of the statistical fluctuations. Therefore, the method (8) 
for calculating the distribution function by its average value with 
respect to one cell \ a* fixed time "t has its own specific fea
tures. This is because the division of the phase space in cells has 
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to be done with some care in order to obtain a rather smooth distri
bution within the entire phase space. It is clear from (7) that a too 
small cell division (where fluctuations in the estimation (8) of the 
distribution function are not negligible) gives a too small entropy, 
whereas a large size of cells would lead to an overestliiation of the 
entropy value. In dividing the phase space into cells the adequate 
geometrical description of the cascade processes has to be conside
red in order to preserve the essential fact that the entropy should 
not grow if the free motion of all cascade particles sets in. Accord
ing to the Liouville theorem the entropy remains then constant be
cause the volume of a phaae space element does not change. However, 
the phaae spaoe element itself is extremely deformed due to the free 
motion, and this requires a finer and finer subdivision of the phase 
space in the cells i . 

With (8), the formula for calculating the entropy is 

4 - - Г [ i £ «»J i *( i -4^<"tA-4 iU^ (9) 
The respective results for the entropy per baryon obtained by the 
latter formula will be discussed after the second method employed 
baa been introduced. 

Using (9) the entropy can only be evaluated if the statistical 
errors in the particle numbers of each cell have been kept small 
and if at the same time the translatlonal motion of a certain cell 
in the six-dimensional phaae space due to the free motion is consi
dered properly. In practice it might be difficult to fulfill simul
taneously both requirements, and another way for calculating the 
entropy value might be more promising. let ue assume that in the co-
moving reference frame a local equilibrium is established for each 
eubvolume dV{ of the entire system. In this case we characterize 
the momentum dlatributlon in each subvolume aVc by the mean velo
city &i(4)'< &//*>*£.£.С*)/ЩЙ} a n d t h e tenpwature Tt deter
mined by£[3.(g)~MiZc()¥*/2ffif-#z *"4fe. The distribution function is 

(10) 

with 

i. -. Jidu -. S±J$ (") 
' Actually, in the calculation we have employed everywhere relatlvletic formulae and used also the relativlstic Boltounn distribution function (see ref. /9/ for details). 
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where N; Is the mean number of particles in the considered space 
subvolume, see eq.(S), and the factor 4 i s due to epin-isospin de
generacy. Having the distribution function (10) at our disposal the 
momentum integration can be performed in calculating the entropy 
value. For the limiting case J \ A i « i the expression for the 
entropy per particle takes the form 

*/A • % - Щ. h ** lfi*\4 VZ I, (12) 
which for a uniform distribution goes over into (7). 

In the actual calculation we used the general expression fol
lowing from (2), when the integration over momentum space of the phase 
space elements is completed. One should expect that after having 
smoothed over tho momentum distribution, the final results for S/A 
will not be very sensitive to the choice of the subvolume size. In 
this way (12) can be treated as an additional test for the applica
bility of (9) to calculate the entropy value attained in the course 
of a heavy ion reaction. The numerical analysis is represented in 
the next section. Since local equilibrium was assumed in the latter 
method one obtains an upper bound for the entropy value. This is be
cause the smoothed distribution function (Ю) is inferred via the 
principle of extremal entropy at given mean values of £. , Ul^ andi£' 

3. Calculations! results 
III It was already pointed out in ref.' that in calculating the 

entropy the cell configuration has to be determined in an approxi
mate way, whereby it is not practical to divide the six-dimensional 
phase space into cells without considering the sensitivity of the 
distribution function to some of the six variables. Several aspects /7/ of the cell subdivision have been discussed in ref. . Here, we 
will not repeat or even copy to some extent this discussion but we 
will immediately begin witu the representation of our results. 

First, we consider a model system of 80 nucleons the Boltzmann 
equation of which is exactly soluable. We are mainly concerned with 
the problem of the phase space division and investigate in subsec
tion 3.1. the applicability of the two methods to evaluate the ent
ropy during the stage where the free motion of the reaction products 
sets in. 

In the next subsection we consider the collision process of a 
real system and begin the discussion of the entropy evolution for 
head-on lollisions. Of special interest are the absolute values of 
the entropy attained in the latest stage of the collision process. 
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Our approach permits ue Simultaneously to study the time dependence 
of both the distribution function i and its various moments such as 
the particle number density, the local mean velocity, the local tempe
rature, etc. Finally, we investigate the entropy for noncent re 1 col
lisions. In subsection 3.3. не compare our results with those where 
the entropy is determined via the cluster abundances. 

3.1. Model system calculations 
Since the phase space subdivision has to be done properly we 

investigate initially a model system of a freely expanding nucleon 
gas characterized by an initial temperature 1̂  » 40 HeV and an initial 
Gaussian distribution with mean deneity <P>= P. =-0.17 fm~ . Such a 
model system may describe the disassembly stage of e heed-on colli
sion after the violent reaction proceee has taken place. A total num
ber of 80 nucleons has been chosen eo that the results can be rela
ted to some extent to those found for the * Ca • * Oa central colli
sion at BOO IfcV (see also ref.'''). For this model system the Boltz-
mann equation can be solved exactly (see Appendix A). Ibe resulting 
value of the entropy per particle S/A (вее(А7) ) is constant in time 
and given in Fig. 1. First, we have calculated the specific entropy 
as a function of time employing the method of ref. . As is clearly 
seen in Fig. 1, the corresponding valueв of S/A are somewhat larger 
than the exact ones and increase with tine. (For the subdivision of 

« 2i 
tOfm/c] 

Дг i s the step along the radius (in fm). 

The evolution of the specific entropy 
for the model system calculated by 
ueing method which i s baaed on a sub
division of the 6-dimensional phase 
(cf. r e f . ' 7 ' ) . The exact result i s 
shown by a dot-dashed l ine . The cur
ves are calculated by using different 
subdivisions (spherical reference 
frame): Дг*И Qvr* Пр*Яep . 2 x 4 x 
x 5 x 2 (1) , 2 x 4 x 5 x 4 (2) , 
2 x 4 x 5 x 2 (3) , 1 x 4 x 5 x 2 (4) . 

are J 9pr' V N вр in turn the number of steps in coordinate angle 6 (measured rela 
p pr 

tively to p direction), momentum p and its polar angle 6 . The sub-
**--*-"— J- 0 la the same as in ref.' ' - •- - •-• "pr division in 
it is uniform in cos 
everywhere. 

besides for curve (3) where 
6 . The subdivision in cos 0 is uniform 



the phase apace see figure caption). As discussed above, the increa
se in the entropy with time is solely due to the fact that an ini
tially fixed subdivision begins to fail when the system has conside
rably expended. The average phase space density becomes smaller and 
consequently the entropy increases. This effect can be obscured by 
choosing relatively large cells because then one can get indeed a sa
turation behaviour for a longer time interval but simultaneously 
the absolute value for the "quasiconstant" specific entropy is larger 
than the exact one. This is illustrated in part by curve 3 In Fig. 1. 

Prom the results represented in Fig. 1 it is seen that the pre
cise value of the entropy can only be reached with a relatively small 
cell mesh size with respect to the radial extension. PorArsI fm 
about 500 runs turned out to be quite sufficient in getting reliable 
results. For even smaller intervals the number of cascade runs has 
to be increased. 

The results represented in Fig. 2 are obtained by employing the 
second method of section 2 which is based on a smoothing over the 
momentum space and where a local temperature for each cell in the 
co-ordinate space has been introduced. In doing so, the collective 
motion of the eingle phase space cell which does not contribute to 
the temperature or the entropy can very easily be extracted. Using 
a reasonable cell subdivision, the exact results for the specific 
entropy, the mean temperature and the mean density are reproduced 
for a large time interval. 

If statistical fluctuations become relatively large, the cal
culated entropy deviates from the exact one. The curves labeled by 
3 and 4 in Fig. 2 demonstrate the importance of having enough runs. 
Curve 4 is calculated by using 'R-IO and demonstrates that due to 

Яг. 2. 
The evolution of the specific entropy, 
average temperature and density of the 
model system calculated by means of 
the momentum averaging method. The 
exact result is given by a dashed line. 
The subdivisions for the varioub cur
ves are: 
Лг x IT 6 r - 2 x 8 ( 1 ) , 1 x 8 ( 2 ) , 

2 x 4 ( 3 ) , 2 x 4 ( 4 ) , 3 x 8 ( 5 ) . 
The subdiv i s ion i n the polar angle в 
i s chosen as uniform everywhere. The 
number of rune i s R » 500 except f o r 
case (4) where R «10. 

A = 80 T 0 = 0)MeV 
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the improper account of stbtistical fluctuations the calculated va
lue of the entropy may be smaller than the exact one. 

Curve 5 Illustrates that a saturation-like behaviour can be 
achieved by using rather large cell sizes. The lower part of Fig. 
2 gives the temperature and particle number density as a function 
of the time. All quantities considered are in excellent agreement 
with the exact ones for times smaller than 15 fm/c. 

The conclusion from these model calculations is that the second 
method based on a smooting over the momentum space has to be pre
ferred with respect to the first one. At the beginning of the colli
sion process where the size of the entire syetem is still small there 
seems to be no difference in applying both methods. However, when 
the collision process approaches the disassembly stage and the free 
expansion of the intermediate .system begins, the second method seems 
to be more appropriate to calculate the entropy value because then 
the population of the entire phase space can better be controlled 
and, especially, the relevant thermal motion within a cell can be 
separated from the cell's collective motion. 

3.2. Entropy evolutions for real systems 
After having discussed these model syetem calculations let us 

turn to a real case ai.d consider the reaction Ar + Ar at 0.8 GeV at 
zero impact parameter. The results obtained for the specific entropy 
by using the two methods described in section 2 ere shown in Fig. 3 
(see also the figure capticn). The phase space subdivision as ic ref. 
' ' yields no pronounced saturation pattern for S/A when the colli
sions have ceased end the minimum value is about 0.6 units larger 
than obtained by the momentum smoothing procedure. In this respect 
it should be noted that for a non-Gaussian distribution the momentum 
smoothing procedure gives an upper limit for the entropy. As can be 
seen in the lower part of Fig. 3 the momentum averaging procedure 
gives a saturation behnviour in a wider range rf time. 

In contrast to ref. '', in the Dubna version of the cascade 
model nucleone are considered as bounded initially in a finite -
range average potential of the Saxon-Woods type. Therefore, the 
results of both approaches cannot immediately be compared. To make 
a direct comparison to the results of ref. , we have replaced the 
initial nucleon density distribution by a sharp-edged one,neglected 
the binding ав well and repeated the cascade calculations for 
Ca + Ca at 0»8GeV/nucl. In this case the entropy value obtained by 
our momentum smoothing procedure turns out to be S/A-3.2, I.e. it 
is about the unit smaller than that given by Bertsch and Cugnon"' 
who considered additionally the interaction among the participants. 
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The evolution of the specific 
entropy for central Ar + i r 
(0.8 GeV/Л) co l l i s ion . 
Upper parti Bartach-Cugnon 
method aa in re f . / 7 / (aee a l 
so Pig. 1) with Лг x N £ x 
x H p x к в р • 2 M x 5 x 2(»), 
2 x 4 x 5 x 4 (x) . 2.5 x 4 x 
x 5 x 5 (o) . 
bower part: Method of the pre
sent work (aee aleo Fig. г) 
with Ar X К e r - 2.5 x 8 (o) , 
1.0 x 8 (*) for apherical sym-
metry and 4 п Ь - 2 x 2 (•), 
1.5 x 1.5 (x) for cylindrical 
symmetry. 

We have estimated the participant -participant interaction and 
found that it does not contribute very much in this energy range. 
The difference of ebout one unit can mainly be attributed to the 
more correct treatment of the collective motion of each volume ele
ment. 

Taking into consideration the diffuslvity of the system one 
would obtain an additional increase of the specific aatropy about 
0.6 units. 

Having a reliable method for calculating the apacific entropy 
at our disposal it is interesting to study the time evolution of 
quantities characterizing the system. We show this in Pig. 4, where 
in the upper part the relative poeition of the projectile and tar
get haa been sketched for four different time situations. Prom Fig. 
4 it can be seen that the specific entropy reaches the saturation 
value when the two nuclei maximally overlap. (Note that we represent 
the specific entropy 3(t)/A(t) where A(t) is the number of struck 
particles. Since the number of «truck particlea is rather «mall at 
the beginning of the collision, the specific entropy decreases with 
time). In contrast, other mean values as the mean number of struck 
nuoleons saturate at the disastambly stage. In this way, the entropy 
measured indirectly by relating the cross sections of composite par
ticles (aee refa.' 4' 5' 1 1' 1 2') gives ад at least valuable information 
about the system when it has bypaaaed this stage of the evolution. 
The stability of the numerical calculations is demonstrated by the 
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The evolution of different average 
characteristics for central Ar+Ar 
(0.8 GeV/A) collieione. On the upper 
part of the figure it is ahown boa 
the colliding nuclei are situated 
at the time moment marked by the 
arrows. 

-O -6 
Pig. 5. 
The temperature field for cas
cade nucleons from central 
Ar+Ar (0.8 OaV/A) collisions. 
The contours for the temperature 
field ere defined by к х Т (k« 
1,2,...). At given time moment, 
the daohed circles indicate the 
undisturbed target nucleus (R<L> 
-1.07 A v» ), and the ariose * 
show the position cf tnn pro
jectile nucleus. 

fact that the specific entropy remains fairly constant, although 
the entire system is enormously cooled down. 

Since не have calculated the entropy via a amoothing over the 
momentum space it might be instructive to shoe the с jntour plot of 
the temperature field. In Pig. 5 the dashed circles give the posi
tion of the initial target nucleus with ^ У |_»1.07 A 1' 3, whereas 
the full lines denote the different contours. (Hote the different 
temperature increment &T). The formation of the well defined tempe
rature field shows clearly that a smoothing over the momentum space 
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is very favourable for considering the later stage of the collision 
when the free expansion sets in. 

Pi*- 6-
Impact parameter dependence of the 
s p e c i f i c entropy for the Ar + Ar 
( 0 . 6 OeV/A) c o l l i s i o n . The values 
of S/A are shown for the breakup 
dens i ty < £ 0 t » s P 0 / a . 

F ig . 6 shows the dependence 
of the entropy on the impact para
meter. I t i s c l e a r l y seen that the 
s p e c i f i c entropy increases s t e a d i l y 
aa the c o l l i s i o n process becomes 
more per ipheral . Such a tendency 
can a l s o be obtained from the ana
l y s i s of the 41T data of r e f s / 4 , 5 / . 

This i s because f o r the peripheral c o l l i s i o n the struck p a r t i c l e s 
become rather spare in phase space, whereby the assoc iated temperature 
exceeds that of centra l c o l l i s i o n s . Рог comparison we have a l s o shown 
in F ig . 6 the entropy normalized to the t o t a l nucleon number. As e x 
pected, that quantity approaches zero for large impact parameter 
va lues . 

The phase space occupancy f u n c t i o n < $ > t o r noncentral c o l l i s i o n s 
has been shown in r e f . ' '* * ' for Ca + Ca at 0 .8 GeV/nucleon and i s 
in reasonable agreement with our f i n d i n g s . 

b H 

3.3. Comparison to entropy values inferred from composite 
particle production of relritivietic heavy ion collisions 

Finally, let us discuss our results in connection with the other 
models relating the production of composites to the produced entropy 
in the system. Concerning the 4ТГ data an extensive discussion of the 
situation is performed in ref / 5 / where entropy values are extracted 
by using the method of Kapusta' ' and S t o c k e ] / ' 2 { r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
Both models are based on quantum s t a t i s t i c a l approaches for i n f i n i t e 
nuclear matter and include the f i n i t e s i z e e f f e c t s of the c l u s t e r s . 
Kapuata's model ' predicts the number of r e a l deuterons and deu-
teron- l ike pairs contained in the heavier c l u s t e r s , but does not 
spec i fy theae c l u s t e r s . The model of Stocker e t a l . ' inc ludes the 
formation of heavy c l u s t e r s up to maas number 20 and the decay of a l l 
unbound resonances of these species .Purtheimore, i t a l so includee 
the contribution to the ntropy or ig inat ing from the pion and de l ta 
production. 
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2 
Stocker et al. 

• Ca + Ca 
о Nb • Nb 

Projectile energy dependence of the 
specific entropy for central Ar+Ar 
collisions."Experimental" points 
from /5/ are obtained by means of 
two different procedures /11,12/. 

1 
E l a b/nucl [GeVj 

The results of the analysis 
are shown In Pig. 7. It la rather 
striking that the two models give 
rather distinct results. The appear
ing difference of «bout two units 
cannot be explained by the contribu

tion of the heavy fragments at lower energies and/cr by the contri
bution of the pion production at high bean; energies. Prom the fig.7 
it 1E? seen that the cascade results for the specific entropy are in 
between the predictions of the other two models and seem not to fa
vour one of the methods for beam energy up to 1 GeV/nucleon. For 
higher energies the cascade results seem to cope with those obtained 
by Kapusta'8 method (seo also ref. ). 

To investigate the origin of the large differences between 
the entropy values inferred by using either Kapueta'a or Stocker's 
method, the cascade model predictions for the cluster formation have 
also to be analyzed. For that aim we have developed following the 
line of a previous paper a dynamical coalescence model which en
ables us to describe the composite formation as a function of the 
temperature and density oi the nuclear medium and relative momentum 
of the composites. The specific entropy values represented in Pig. 7 
are not much changed when allowing for clusterization but one obtains 
information how the composite production is related to the specific 
entropy value. Details of the calculations will be published else
where. 

4. Conclusions 
We have presented а савсаде model calculation of the specific 

entropy. The used method Is based on a smoothing of the distribution 
function in the momentum space by introducing a temperature field. 
Compared to the method which is based on a straightforward subdivi
sion of the six-dimensional phase space the method presented here 
allows us to calculate the entropy in the saturation region more 
accurately. This is because the thermal motion can well be separated 
form the collective motion of the cell. The numerical results have 
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shown that the specific entropy for the head-on collision of Ca+* Ca 
at 0.8 GeV is S/A «3.2 and about one unit smaller than that Riven In /7/ ref. '. This Is mainly due to the too rough phase space subdivision 
and the partial Inclusion of collective motion effects in the calcu
lated entropy. Furthermore It has been found that the account of the 
diffusivity of the medium increases the specific entropy by about 
0.6 units for 4 0Ca + 4 0Ca. 

It is also worthwhile to note that the cascade results for the 
specific entropy agree well with the predictions of the hydrodyna-
mic calculations including visoOBity effects . This сопсегпв the 
absolute values of the entropy and their dependence on the beam ener
gy as well. 

Compared to a recent analysis of 4TJ- data of vet.' ' the entro
py veluee do not favour the predictions of Kapusta ' or Stockeir ' 
et al. but are clearly smaller than those obtained by using Kapusta's 
method. It seems to be dubious whether or not the relation (1) can 
be used to derive the entropy from the deuteron or higher composite 
formation, becduse this relation is valid only In the low density 
limit where in-medium effects on the cluster formation are negli
gible. We suppose that cascade model calculations give a reasonable 
and independent approach to evaluate the entropy. On the о-her hand, 
the formation of composites should be performed within а соа1евзепсе 
model which takes into account in-medium corrections. In this way a 
consistent description of cluster abundances as well as entropy va
lues may be found. 

Bio of the authors (G.R. and H.S,) are grateful to the nuclear 
Division Group of ЛОТ? for Interesting discussions and the kind hos
pitality extended to them. 

Appendix A 

Neglecting the collision term the Doltzmann equation takes 
the form 

The initial condition at time T — 0 is written aa . 

1(ЬрЛ=о)-~ ?(£) gcp) 

и 



where _ г 

end О р 

are the distribution function» for the density and momentum, 
respectively. Tae normalization conditions are 

4>r/jWrVr = A 

Since for t > 0 the system expands aa T~ = f£ +£? t and at the 
same time the momentum distribution remains unchanged, the soluticn 
of (A1) can be written in the form 

къ?Л) -f (?-£*) qcp) (A2) 
whereby the local density, velooity and temperature are given by 

with f>(i)= 4 +Tct/M& . »ith the help of expressions Ш)-
(A5) the complete solution of the Boltzmann equation (Al) reads 

So, the time evolution of the density distribution function la cbm-
гасЛетЛъей Ъ-у a ЪгмйвтЛ.'пв; ot tn* ftttectlve, iti.4tt\ Л 1 - * A*ftft) 
and a lowering of tue associated1 temperature 7J -» 7»/&(£)• 
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The specific entropy at t"0 i s given t, y 

% c* <f — (<-&jo > + <-€*>g>) 
(A7) 

Inserting into (A7) the tiee-dependent solution (A6), one sees that 
the specific entropy is conserved for any time instant. The quan
tity £ (&*l-i) sr0.4f appearing in <A7) additionally compared to 
the expression for the entropy given in the text (eq. (7)) is due 
to the fact that in (A3) the Gaussian distribution function is used. 
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Судима К.К. и др. Е2-85-5Э2 
Энтропия системы, образованной в столкновении тяжелых ионов 

В рамках каскадной модели исследуется эволюция энтропии системы, 
образованной при столкновении тяжелых ионов. Метод вычисления энтропии 
основан на сглаживании функции распределения в импульсном пространстве путем 
введения поля температуры. Показано, что результирующая энтропия, приходя
щаяся на один нуклон, весьма чувствительна к процедуре разбиения фазового 
пространства на ячейки на стадии свободного разлета продуктов реакции. 
Из сравнения с последними экспериментальными результатами для удельной 
энтропии, извлеченной из 4л--измерений выхода составных частиц, найдено, 
что каскадные вычисления не позволяют отдать предпочтение какому-то одному 
методу модельной оценки энтропии и предсказывают значения энтропии меньше 
тех, которые следуют из рассмотрения на основе равновесной статистики. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории теоретической физики ОИЯИ. 

Препринт Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна 1985 

Gudima K.K. et al. E2-85-592 
Entropy of the System Formed in Heavy Ion Collision 

The entropy evolution in heavy ion collisions is investigated by means 
of a cascade model study. The method for calculating the entropy is based 
on a smoothing of the distribution function over the momentum space by in
troducing a local temperature field. It is shown that the resulting specific 
entropy is rather sensitive to the proper choice of the phase space subdivi
sion at the disassembly stage of the collision. Compared to recent results 
for specific entropy values inferred from the composite particle yield of 
4>7 measurements, it is found that the cascade calculations do not favour 
other model treatments but as a trend we obtain smaller entropy values than 
following from conventional considerations within equilibrium statistics. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Theoretical 
Physics, JINR. 
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